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Abstract

Non-parametric two-sample tests based on energy distance or maximum mean discrepancy
are widely used statistical tests for comparing multivariate data from two populations. While
these tests enjoy desirable statistical properties, their test statistics can be expensive to compute
as they require the computation of 3 distinct Euclidean distance (or kernel) matrices between
samples, where the time complexity of each of these computations (namely, O(n2

xp), O(n2
yp), and

O(nxnyp)) scales quadratically with the number of samples (nx, ny) and linearly with the number
of variables (p). Since the standard permutation test requires repeated re-computations of these
expensive statistics it’s application to large datasets can become unfeasible. While several statisti-
cal approaches have been proposed to mitigate this issue, they all sacrifice desirable statistical
properties to decrease the computational cost (e.g., trade computation speed by a decrease in
statistical power). A better computational strategy is to first pre-compute the Euclidean distance
(kernel) matrix of the concatenated data, and then permute indexes and retrieve the corresponding
elements to compute the re-sampled statistics. While this strategy can reduce the computation
cost relative to the standard permutation test, it relies on the computation of a larger Euclidean
distance (kernel) matrix with complexity O((nx + ny)

2p). In this paper, we present a novel
computationally efficient permutation algorithm which only requires the pre-computation of the
3 smaller matrices and achieves large computational speedups without sacrificing finite-sample
validity or statistical power. We illustrate its computational gains in a series of experiments and
compare its statistical power to the current state-of-the-art approach for balancing computational
cost and statistical performance.

Keywords: two-sample tests, permutation tests, energy distance, maximum mean
discrepancy

1 Introduction

Two-sample tests based on energy distance [11, 12, 13] or maximum mean discrepancy [3, 5, 6] statistics
are commonly used statistical tests for comparing multivariate data from two groups or populations.
Given two datasets, X ∼ FX and Y ∼ FY , the basic idea is to test the null hypothesis H0 : FX = FY ,
that the joint probability distribution of X is the same as the joint distribution of Y , against the
alternative hypothesis, H1 : FX ̸= FY , that the distributions are different. While parametric versions
of two-sample tests based on maximum likelihood are available in the literature, in practice, the
distributions underlying the data are almost always unknown, and non-parametric approaches based on
permutation tests [2] are usually preferred. In particular, permutation tests based on energy distance
(ED) or maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) statistics have been widely adopted and studied in the
statistics and machine learning literature [11, 12, 13, 14]. In this paper, we focus on the ED statistic
(although our contribution is directly applicable to MMD statistics too).
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Permutation tests based on the ED (or MMD) statistics enjoy desirable statistical properties
including finite-sample validity and consistency against all alternatives (i.e., type I error rates are
controlled at the nominal significance levels, irrespective of the sample size, and the tests are able to
detect differences of any arbitrary type with probability 1, as sample sizes grow to infinity) [11, 12, 5, 6].
Furthermore, these tests retain their validity even in high dimensional settings where the number of
variables is larger than the number of samples. (The original paper proposing the ED-test [11] was
motivated by the high dimensional application of detecting differences between gene expression data in
microarray experiments involving thousands of variables, but only a few samples.)

Despite these nice statistical properties, the ED (MMD) test statistics can be expensive to compute.
For instance, in the case of the energy distance, the test statistic is given by,

ED =
2

nxny

nx∑
k=1

ny∑
l=1

Dkl
XY −

1

n2
x

nx∑
k=1

nx∑
l=1

Dkl
XX −

1

n2
y

ny∑
k=1

ny∑
l=1

Dkl
Y Y , (1)

where nx and ny represent, respectively, the sample sizes of the x and y datasets; DXX represents the
matrix of Euclidean distances among all pairs of samples of x; DY Y represents the Euclidean distance
matrix for all pairs of samples in y; DXY represents the matrix of Euclidean distances between all
pairs of samples in x and y; and Dkl

XX , Dkl
Y Y , and Dkl

XY represent the kl-th elements of the respective
matrices. In the case of the maximum mean discrepancy, the squared test statistic (in the biased case)
is given by,

MMD2
b =

1

n2
x

nx∑
k=1

nx∑
l=1

Kkl
XX +

1

n2
y

ny∑
k=1

ny∑
l=1

Kkl
Y Y −

2

nxny

nx∑
k=1

ny∑
l=1

Kkl
XY , (2)

where KXX , KY Y , and KXY represent the analogous kernel matrices. The issue is that the
computation of each one of these 3 Euclidean distance matrices in equation 1 (or kernel matrices in
equation 2) have quadratic time complexity on the number of samples and linear time complexity
on the number of variables (see Appendix A.1 for details). Since the standard permutation test
requires repeated recomputations of these expensive test statistics, in practice, they can became
unfeasible/impractical for tabular datasets with large number of rows (samples), and large number of
columns (variables).

Several statistical approaches in the literature have been proposed to reduce computation time,
including methods that approximate the test statistic null distribution, as well as, methods that
leverage modified test statistics which are cheaper to compute. These computation improvements,
however, come with some caveats. In one hand, methods that approximate the null distribution are
either heuristic or require large samples [5], and do not enjoy the finite-sample validity guarantee of
the permutation test. On the other hand, methods based on modified statistics such as linear-time
MMD [6], block-MMD [16], and cross-MMD [14] show clear computation-statistics tradeoffs [9], where
the decrease in computational cost comes at the expense of a decrease in statistical power.

A simple strategy for reducing the computational cost of the ED (or MMD) permutation tests
is to first pre-compute the Euclidean distance (kernel) matrix associated with the concatenated
dataset, W = (X,Y )T , and then, at each permutation iteration, simply permute the indexes of the
concatenated data and extract the respective elements of the pre-computed DWW (or KWW ) matrix
in order to compute the test statistics on permuted data (as first proposed in [11]). While this strategy
can lead to considerable reductions in computation cost, as the computation of the Euclidean distance
(kernel) matrix is performed only once, the approach still requires the computation and storage of a
Euclidean distance (kernel) matrix of dimension (nx + ny)× (nx + ny), which is more expensive to
compute and store than the 3 Euclidean distance matrices in equation 1 (or kernel matrices in equation
2) combined.

In this paper, we present a novel computationally efficient permutation algorithm for implementing
two-sample tests based on the ED (MMD) statistics. Our proposed permutation scheme represents an
improvement over the pre-computation strategy as it does not require the computation of Euclidean
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distance (kernel) matrices on the concatenated data matrices and, therefore, avoid the higher com-
putation and storage requirements associated with larger datasets. Our main insights are that: (i)
all the information necessary to estimate the ED (MMD) statistic in a permuted dataset is already
available inside the 3 Euclidean distance matrices, DXY , DXX , and DY Y , (or 3 kernel matrices,
KXY , KXX , and KY Y ) computed on the original data (hence, there is no need for the computation
of the more expensive DWW or KWW matrices); and (ii) that the outcome of any data permutation
boils down to a swapping of elements between these 3 matrices. Hence, for any data permutation,
instead of shuffling the data and recomputing the test statistic on the permuted data (which entails the
re-calculation of the expensive Euclidean distance/kernel matrices at each data permutation iteration),
our algorithm simply maps which elements of the 3 distance matrices are swapped for that particular
data permutation. In this way, we can compute the expensive distance (kernel) matrices only once
and, at each permutation iteration, compute the value of the test statistic for permuted data using the
computationally much cheaper process of swapping elements among the distance (kernel) matrices
and averaging the swapped matrices. Most importantly, our algorithm achieves computational gains
without any sacrifice in finite-sample validity or statistical power (as it generates identical results to
the standard permutation approach when evaluated on the same data permutations).

We illustrate the computational gains of our proposed algorithm relative to the standard and
pre-computed permutation approaches in a series of computing time benchmarking experiments. We
also compare the computation time and statistical power achieved by our efficient permutation tests
against the recently proposed permutation free kernel two-sample test [14], which represents the current
state-of-the-art (SOTA) method in terms of the computation-statistics tradeoff, and show that our
proposed method trades a small increase in computation time by a considerable increase in statistical
power when compared to this SOTA baseline.

2 Related work

Permutation tests for the univariate two-sample problem represent a standard statistical technique
(see [2] and chapter 15 of [1]). Extensions to multivariate numerical variables include the ED test [11]
and the closely related kernel-based two-sample tests based on MMD statistic [14]. The equivalence
between (generalized) ED and MMD has been established by [10], which showed that for any positive
definite kernel adopted for the computation of the MMD, there exists a semimetric of negative type
which can be used to define a generalized version of ED.

The MMD statistic has been widely used in the machine learning field. In practice, the main
drawback for the use of two-sample tests based on the MMD or ED statistics is the computational
coast involved in their computation. Because their complexity is quadratic on the number of samples,
standard permutation tests, which require repeated computations of the statistic, can become unfeasible
when the sample sizes nx and ny are large, or the data is high dimensional (large p). In the context of
the MMD statistic, there has been several attempts in the literature to a address this issue including
efforts that avoid permutations [5, 6] and methods based on modified test statistics that are cheaper
to compute [6, 16, 14].

Previous attempts that avoid permutations have been largely heuristic (i.e., lacking provable
type-I error control) or have exhibited poor power. Approaches based on large deviation bounds [3],
while distribution-free, tend to be overly conservative, exhibiting type-I errors significantly below
the nominal significance level, and consequently, low power. Strategies involving approximating
the MMD null distribution using Pearson curve fits or the Gamma approximation [5] are heuristic
and provide no consistency guarantees. A more principled approximation approach is based on the
eigendecomposition of the Gram matrix [5], which is asymptotically consistent (provided some technical
conditions hold). This method, however, demands considerable computational effort due to the need
for a full eigendecomposition (although it can still be faster than the standard permutation approach)
and provides no finite sample guarantees.

Several other methods explore the alternative strategy of modifying the test statistic to reduce
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computational cost and generate a more tractable limiting null distribution. One strategy involves
partitioning the observations into disjoint blocks, computing the kernel-MMD statistic for each block,
and then averaging the results [16]. While permutation tests implemented with these block-averaged
approaches have finite sample validity, and can be considerably faster to compute (i.e., can scale linearly
or sub-quadratically with sample size), they show a considerable reduction in power when compared
to the standard permutation test. Another recent approach based on a modified test statistic is the
cross-MMD test [14], which leverages sample-splitting and studentization to obtain a permutation
free test with quadratic time complexity. This approach, however, still trades off a large decrease in
computation time (when compared to the standard permutation test) by some decrease in statistical
power (although the decrease tends to be considerably less accentuated than for the block-MMD
approach).

Our efficient permutation test, on the other hand, enjoys several desirable properties. First, contrary
to the heuristic approaches, our test controls type I errors at the correct nominal levels. Furthermore,
because our test corresponds to a permutation test, it enjoys finite-sample validity, so that the type I
errors are well controlled irrespective of the sample size and, therefore, do not rely on large sample
results. Second, because our test is based on the original test statistic, there is no loss of statistical
power (it generates identical results to the standard permutation approach when evaluated on the
same data permutations), while still achieving a considerable reduction in computation time.

3 Background

Throughout the text we let x and y represent the data matrices with dimensions nx × p and ny × p
(where ny can potentially differ from nx). Multidimensional datapoints (i.e., rows of the data matrices)
are represented by xi or yi.

3.1 Distance-based two-sample permutation tests

Let the matrix x = (x1, . . . ,xnx
)T be a sample from FX and the matrix y = (y1, . . . ,yny

)T be a sample
from a potentially different distribution FY . Our goal is to test the null hypothesis, H0 : FX = FY ,
against the alternative hypothesis, H1 : FX ≠ FY . Two-sample permutation tests (see Chapter 15
of [1]) provide a simple yet statistically sound way to test these hypothesis.

Let D(x,y) be an statistic measuring a distance between the x and y datasets. For instance,
D(x,y) could be the ED, MMD, or any other statistic that measures the distance between multivariate
distributions. The standard permutation test is implemented as follows: (i) concatenate x and y into a
single data matrix with nx+ny rows; (ii) sample (without replacement) nx rows from the concatenated
data to create a resampled dataset x∗, and use the remaining ny rows to create the resampled dataset
y∗; (iii) compute the statistic on the resampled datasets, D(x∗,y∗); and (iv) repeat steps (ii) and
(iii) b times (where b is usually a large integer). Algorithm 4 in Appendix A.2 describes in detail this
procedure in the special case of the ED statistic.

The histogram of the b resampled statistics corresponds to an estimate of the distribution of D(x,y)
under the null hypothesis Ho : FX = FY , and is denoted as the permutation null distribution. The
permutation p-value is given by the proportion of samples in the permutation null that are greater or
equal to the observed statistic, D(x,y), computed on the original data. An unbiased estimator of the

permutation p-value [8] is given by, (1 +
∑b

i=1 1{D(x∗,y∗)≥D(x,y)})/(1 + b), where 1{A} represents the
indicator function assuming value 1 if event A occurs and 0 otherwise.

The main drawback of this approach is that it requires the re-computation of the test statistic at
each permutation iteration (see lines 15 to 17 of Algorithm 4). As b is usually set to values between 100
and 1000, we have that the computationally heavy calculations of the distance matrices are repeated a
large number of times.
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3.2 Pre-computation approach

A simple strategy for reducing the computational cost of the standard permutation test (originally
proposed in [11]) is to first pre-compute the Euclidean distance (kernel) matrices using the concatenated
data, w = (x,y)T , and then, at each permutation iteration, compute the test statistic on permuted
data by simply permuting the indexes of the concatenated data and extracting the respective elements
from the pre-computed matrix, rather than recomputing the matrices on permuted data. Algorithm 5
in Appendix A.2 describes this strategy for the energy distance statistic.

Because the Euclidean distance (kernel) matrix of the concatenated data, DWW (KWW ), only
needs to be computed once, this strategy can lead to considerable speedups in the computation of the
permutation test. However, it is important to point out that the time complexity of the DWW (KWW )
matrix computation is of order O((nx + ny)

2p) and, therefore, higher than the combined complexity of
the 3 separate Euclidean distance (kernel) matrices calculations necessary for the estimation of the
ED (MMD) statistics (whose complexities are given, respectively, by O(n2

xp), O(n2
yp), and O(nxnyp)).

Additionally, the space complexity of this pre-computation strategy, O((nx + ny)
2), is also higher than

the combined complexity of the 3 separate matrix calculations (given, respectively, by O(n2
x), O(n2

y),
and O(nxny)).

4 Our contribution

4.1 The proposed computationally efficient permutation test

In the two-sample problem, a permutation of the data is obtained by resampling rows from the
concatenated data matrix. As a toy example, suppose that,

x =


x1

x2

x3

x4

x5

 , y =


y1

y2

y3

y4

 . (3)

Then, one possible permutation of the data is given, for example, by,

x∗ =


y2

x4

x5

y1

x2

 , y∗ =


x1

x3

y3

y4

 . (4)

As briefly mentioned in the Introduction, the main insights that allow a more efficient implementation
of two-sample permutation tests for the ED (MMD) statistic are that:

1. All the information necessary to estimate the ED (MMD) statistic in a permuted dataset is
already available inside the 3 Euclidean distance (kernel) matrices computed on the original data.

2. The outcome of any data permutation boils down to a swapping of elements between these 3
matrices.

To illustrate these points, let’s consider the ED statistic. The Euclidean distance matrices computed
in the original toy data in (3) are given by,

DXX =


D(x1,x1) D(x1,x2) D(x1,x3) D(x1,x4) D(x1,x5)
D(x2,x1) D(x2,x2) D(x2,x3) D(x2,x4) D(x2,x5)
D(x3,x1) D(x3,x2) D(x3,x3) D(x3,x4) D(x3,x5)
D(x4,x1) D(x4,x2) D(x4,x3) D(x4,x4) D(x4,x5)
D(x5,x1) D(x5,x2) D(x5,x3) D(x5,x4) D(x5,x5)

 , (5)
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DY Y =


D(y1,y1) D(y1,y2) D(y1,y3) D(y1,y4)
D(y2,y1) D(y2,y2) D(y2,y3) D(y2,y4)
D(y3,y1) D(y3,y2) D(y3,y3) D(y3,y4)
D(y4,y1) D(y4,y2) D(y4,y3) D(y4,y4)

 , (6)

DXY =


D(x1,y1) D(x1,y2) D(x1,y3) D(x1,y4)
D(x2,y1) D(x2,y2) D(x2,y3) D(x2,y4)
D(x3,y1) D(x3,y2) D(x3,y3) D(x3,y4)
D(x4,y1) D(x4,y2) D(x4,y3) D(x4,y4)
D(x5,y1) D(x5,y2) D(x5,y3) D(x5,y4)

 , (7)

whereas the Euclidean distance matrices computed on the permuted data in (4) are,

DX∗X∗ =


D(y2,y2) D(y2,x4) D(y2,x5) D(y2,y1) D(y2,x2)
D(x4,y2) D(x4,x4) D(x4,x5) D(x4,y1) D(x4,x2)
D(x5,y2) D(x5,x4) D(x5,x5) D(x5,y1) D(x5,x2)
D(y1,y2) D(y1,x4) D(y1,x5) D(y1,y1) D(y1,x2)
D(x2,y2) D(x2,x4) D(x2,x5) D(x2,y1) D(x2,x2)

 , (8)

DY ∗Y ∗ =


D(x1,x1) D(x1,x3) D(x1,y3) D(x1,y4)
D(x3,x1) D(x3,x3) D(x3,y3) D(x3,y4)
D(y3,x1) D(y3,x3) D(y3,y3) D(y3,y4)
D(y4,x1) D(y4,x3) D(y4,y3) D(y4,y4)

 , (9)

DX∗Y ∗ =


D(y2,x1) D(y2,x3) D(y2,y3) D(y2,y4)
D(x4,x1) D(x4,x3) D(x4,y3) D(x4,y4)
D(x5,x1) D(x5,x3) D(x5,y3) D(x5,y4)
D(y1,x1) D(y1,x3) D(y1,y3) D(y1,y4)
D(x2,x1) D(x2,x3) D(x2,y3) D(x2,y4)

 , (10)

Direct comparison of these matrices shows that all the elements in the permuted distance matrices
DX∗X∗ , DY ∗Y ∗ , andDX∗Y ∗ were already computed in the original data distance matrices (illustrating
point (1), that all the pairwise distances necessary for computing the ED statistic in the permutated
data are already available in the original Euclidean distance matrices, DXX , DY Y , and DXY ).
Furthermore, this example clearly illustrates point (2), that the result of a data permutation reduces to
a swapping of elements between the 3 original distance matrices. (For instance, because the elements
of x∗ now contain samples originally from both x and y, we have that DX∗X∗ contain elements that
belonged originally to DXX , DY Y , and DXY .)

In Algorithms 1 and 2 we describe how to leverage these insights to calculate the values of the
ED statistic in permuted data, without having to recompute the Euclidean distances for each new
data permutation (or having to work with the larger pre-computed DWW matrix, derived from the
concatenated data). In particular, Algorithm 2 (which is called from inside Algorithm 1) describes how
to obtain the mapping between a data permutation and the positions of the elements of the Euclidean
distance matrices computed on the original data.

4.1.1 Description of Algorithm 1

Starting with Algorithm 1, note that lines 1 to 3 compute the Euclidean distance matrices on the
original data (and that those are only computed once), while lines 5 to 7 describe the computation of
the ED statistic on the original data.

Lines 8 to 26 describe the computation of the permutation null distribution. Line 8 creates an
empty vector for storing the ED statistics computed on each of the b data permutations. At each
iteration i of the for-loop, the first step (described in line 10, which calls Algorithm 2) is to perform a
permutation and return:
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Algorithm 1: Efficient permutation two-sample test for the energy distance statistic

Data: Datasets x and y; and number of permutations, b
11 DXX ← EuclideanDistanceMatrix(x,x)
22 DY Y ← EuclideanDistanceMatrix(y,y)
33 DXY ← EuclideanDistanceMatrix(x,y)

44 DY X ←DT
XY

55 nx ← NumberOfRows(x)
66 ny ← NumberOfRows(y)

77 EDo ← 2
nxny

∑nx

k=1

∑ny

l=1 D
kl
XY − 1

n2
x

∑nx

k=1

∑nx

l=1 D
kl
XX − 1

n2
y

∑ny

k=1

∑ny

l=1 D
kl
Y Y

88 ED∗ ← [ ]
99 for i in 1, . . . , b do

1010 [ i1 , i2 , i
∗
1 , i

∗
2 , j1 , j2 , j

∗
1 , j

∗
2 ]← PermutationIndexesTwoSampleTest(nx, ny)

1111 DX∗X∗ ← [ , ]
1212 DX∗X∗ [ i∗1 , i

∗
1 ]←DXX [ i1 , i1 ]

1313 DX∗X∗ [ i∗1 , i
∗
2 ]←DXY [ i1 , i2 ]

1414 DX∗X∗ [ i∗2 , i
∗
1 ]←DY X [ i2 , i1 ]

1515 DX∗X∗ [ i∗2 , i
∗
2 ]←DY Y [ i2 , i2 ]

1616 DY ∗Y ∗ ← [ , ]
1717 DY ∗Y ∗ [ j∗1 , j

∗
1 ]←DXX [ j1 , j1 ]

1818 DY ∗Y ∗ [ j∗1 , j
∗
2 ]←DXY [ j1 , j2 ]

1919 DY ∗Y ∗ [ j∗2 , j
∗
1 ]←DY X [ j2 , j1 ]

2020 DY ∗Y ∗ [ j∗2 , j
∗
2 ]←DY Y [ j2 , j2 ]

2121 DX∗Y ∗ ← [ , ]
2222 DX∗Y ∗ [ i∗1 , j

∗
1 ]←DXX [ i1 , j1 ]

2323 DX∗Y ∗ [ i∗1 , j
∗
2 ]←DXY [ i1 , j2 ]

2424 DX∗Y ∗ [ i∗2 , j
∗
1 ]←DY X [ i2 , j1 ]

2525 DX∗Y ∗ [ i∗2 , j
∗
2 ]←DY Y [ i2 , j2 ]

2626 ED∗[i]← 2
nxny

∑nx

k=1

∑ny

l=1 D
kl
X∗Y ∗ − 1

n2
x

∑nx

k=1

∑nx

l=1 D
kl
X∗X∗ − 1

n2
y

∑ny

k=1

∑ny

l=1 D
kl
Y ∗Y ∗

2727 perm. p-value← (1 +
∑b

i=1 1{ED
∗[i] ≥ EDo})/(b+ 1)

Result: Return the permutation p-value, and permutation null distribution (ED∗)

• The indexes of the elements of the original distance matrices, DXX , DY Y , and DXY , that
need to be swapped in order to generate the corresponding distance distance matrices in the
permuted dataset (DX∗X∗ , DY ∗Y ∗ , and DX∗Y ∗), where:

– i1: corresponds to the indexes of the samples of x that where assigned to x∗ during the
permutation process.

– i2: corresponds to the indexes of the samples of y that where assigned to x∗ during the
permutation process.

– j1: corresponds to the indexes of the samples of x that where assigned to y∗ during the
permutation process.

– j2: corresponds to the indexes of the samples of y that where assigned to y∗ during the
permutation process.

• The corresponding indexes (i∗1, i
∗
2, j

∗
1, and j∗2) of the permuted distance matrices (i.e., the

positions of the permuted distance matrices which will store the swapped elements from the
original distance matrices).

Once these indexes are determined, all that is left to do is to fill in permuted distance matrices
with the swapped elements from the original distance matrices. Lines 11 to 15 describe this process for
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Algorithm 2: PermutationIndexesTwoSampleTest(nx, ny)

Data: Number of samples on group 1 (nx), and on group 2 (ny)
11 n← nx + ny

22 idxw ← (1, . . . , n)
33 idxg ← (1, . . . , nx, 1, . . . , ny)
44 idxp1 ← SampleWithoutReplacement(idxw, nx)
55 idxp2 ← SetDifference(idxw, idxp1)
66 i1 ← idxg[idxp1[Which(idxp1 ≤ nx)]]
77 i∗1 ← (1, . . . ,Length(i1))
88 i2 ← idxg[idxp1[Which(idxp1 > nx)]]
99 i∗2 ← (1 + Length(i1), . . . , nx)

1010 j1 ← idxg[idxp2[Which(idxp2 ≤ nx)]]
1111 j∗1 ← (1, . . . ,Length(j1))
1212 j2 ← idxg[idxp2[Which(idxp2 > nx)]]
1313 j∗2 ← (1 + Length(j1), . . . , ny)

Result: Return the list of indexes: [ i1 , i2 , i
∗
1 , i

∗
2 , j1 , j2 , j

∗
1 , j

∗
2 ]

the DX∗X∗ matrix, while lines 16 to 20 and lines 21 to 25 describe this process for the DY ∗Y ∗ and
DX∗Y ∗ matrices, respectively. Finally, line 26 describes the computation of the ED statistic for the
permuted data, and line 27 describes the computation of the permutation p-value.

Observe as well that a memory more efficient version of Algorithm 1 (which avoids having to store
the DY X matrix) can be obtained by removing line 4 and replacing: DY X [i2, i1] by DXY [i1, i2]

T in
line 14; DY X [j2, j1] by DXY [j1, j2]

T in line 19; and DY X [i2, j1] by DXY [j1, i2]
T in line 24.

4.1.2 Description of Algorithm 2

Now we describe Algorithm 2. Line 2 creates a vector of indexes ranging from 1 to n = nx + ny,
denoted idxw, which corresponds to the indexes of the dataset w obtained by concatenating the x and
y datasets.

Line 3 creates an alternative vector of length n, denoted idxg, by concatenating the vectors of
indexes (1, . . . , nx) and the vector of indexes (1, . . . , ny). (This vector will be used to map the indexes
of the concatenated data to the indexes of the original datasets x and y and, by extension, to the
indexes of the Euclidean distance matrices.)

Lines 4 and 5 perform a permutation of the indexes of the concatenated dataset w in order to
obtain the indexes of the samples assigned to the permuted datasets x∗ and y∗. Note that in line 4
the algorithm randomly samples nx elements from the idxw vector (which correspond to the indexes of
the samples of the concatenated data that are assigned to x∗ during the permutation process). In Line
5, the algorithm obtains the set of remaining indexes (which correspond to the indexes of w assigned
to y∗ during the permutation process) by taking the set difference between idxw and idxp1.

Line 6 finds the indexes of the samples from the x dataset that were assigned to x∗ during the
permutation process. Note that because the concatenated data w is obtained by appending y to the
end of x, we have that any element of idxp1 which is less or equal to nx corresponds to a sample from
x. Hence, the operation Which(idxp1 ≤ nx) is used to find the positions of idxp1 which contain these
elements, and the operation idxp1[Which(idxp1 ≤ nx)] is used to find the indexes of the samples of x
that were assigned to x∗ relative to the concatenated data w (indexed by idxw). Finally, the operation
idxg[idxp1[Which(idxp1 ≤ nx)]] is used to map back these indexes to the indexes of the original x
data (and, consequently, to the row indexes of DX,Y , column indexes of DY ,X , and row and column
indexes of DX,X). Line 7 generates the corresponding indexes, i∗1, of the permuted data Euclidean
distance matrices that will receive the elements of the original Euclidean distance matrices indexed by
i1 (note that i∗1 has the same length as i1.)
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Similarly, line 8 finds the indexes of the samples from the y dataset that were assigned to x∗

during the permutation process. Since any element of idxp1 which is greater to nx corresponds to
a sample from y, the operation idxp1[Which(idxp1 > nx)] is used to find the indexes of the samples
from y which were assigned to x∗ relative to w, and the operation idxg[idxp1[Which(idxp1 > nx)]] is
used to map back these indexes to the indexes of the original y data (and, consequently, to the row
indexes of DY ,X , column indexes of DX,Y , and row and column indexes of DY ,Y ). Line 9 generates
corresponding indexes, i∗2, for the the permuted data Euclidean distance matrices (note that, again, i∗2
has the same length as i2.)

Finally, lines 10 and 12 describe the analogous operations to obtain the indexes from samples of
the x and y datasets which were assigned to y∗ during the permutation process (and, consequently,
the indexes of the elements of the original Euclidean distance matrices that are swapped), while lines
11 and 13 generate the corresponding indexes for the permuted distance matrices.

For the sake of clarity, we also provide in Appendix A.4 a step-by-step illustration of the application
of Algorithms 1 and 2 to the permutation example in equation (4).

5 Experiments and illustrations

In this section, we present experiments evaluating the statistical and computational performance of
the efficient permutation ED-test.

5.1 Computation time comparisons

We performed two computing time benchmarking experiments comparing the standard test (Algorithm
4), pre-computed test (Algorithm 5), and efficient permutation ED test (Algorithms 1 and 2) against
the cross-ED test (described in Algorithm 7 in Appendix A.3). In the first experiment, we investigate
compute time for datasets containing a fixed number of variables p = 500, but with number of samples,
nx = ny, varying from 100 to 1000 (at increments of 100). In the second, we investigate compute time
for datasets with a fixed number of samples nx = ny = 200, but with number of variables varying
from 200 to 2000 (at increments of 200). In all experiments, we simulate x and y datasets from
Np(0, Ip) distributions, and report the user time measured by the system.time function of the R [7]
base distribution. All experiments were performed on a Windows machine with processor Intel(R)
Core(TM) i7-7820HQ CPU 2.90GHz 2.90 GHz and 64 GB of RAM. Each experiment was replicated
100 times (with the exception of the standard permutation test that was replicated only 10 times). In
all experiments, the number of permutations was set to 200.

Figures 1a and b report the computation time (in seconds) for the 4 tests based on the first and
second experiments, respectively. These results illustrate the high speed ups obtained by the cross-ED
(red), pre-computed perm. ED (orange) and efficient perm. ED (blue) tests in comparison with the
standard perm. ED test (purple). In both panels, the boxplots report the results from the experiment
replications, while the solid lines represent the averages across the replications.

Figures 1c and d present the same comparisons after the removal of the standard perm. test
results. These comparisons show that the efficient perm. approach tends to be slightly faster than the
pre-computation approach, illustrating that the computation of a single Euclidean matrix of dimension
(nx +ny)× (nx +ny) was still more expensive than the computation of 3 smaller matrices of dimension
nx × nx, ny × ny, and nx × ny (plus the additional computations performed by Algorithm 2). Figure
1d also shows that the computing time differences tend to be greater for larger values of p.

Figures 1e and f compare only the efficient permutation and cross-ED tests, and illustrate that
while the cross-ED test (red) is faster than the efficient permutation test (blue), the small dynamic
ranges of the y-axes of both panels (when compared to the respective ranges in panels a and b) show
that the absolute difference in computation time is still rather small. For both methods, the bulk of
the speed-up is realized by avoiding repeated re-computations of the ED statistic, as illustrated in
panels a and b.
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Figure 1: Compute time benchmarking experiments.
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Finally, Figures 1g and h report the computation time for the cross-ED test alone. The greater
computational efficiency of the cross-ED test results from the fact that it only relies on the computation
of 4 distinct Euclidean distance matrices based on split datasets with roughly half of the number of
samples of the original datasets, which are computed only once, as described in Algorithm 7. Explicitly,
the time complexity of each Euclidean distance matrix computation on lines 9 to 12 of Algorithm 7
is given, respectively, by O(nx1

nx2
p), O(ny1

ny2
p), O(nx1

ny2
p), and O(ny1

nx2
p), where nx1

= ⌊nx/2⌋,
nx2

= ⌈nx/2⌉, ny1
= ⌊ny/2⌋, and ny2

= ⌈ny/2⌉ (and ⌊z⌋ represents the greatest integer less than or
equal to z, while ⌈z⌉ represents the least integer greater or equal to z). The computational complexity
of the efficient permutation ED-test, on the other hand, is dominated by the computation of the 3
Euclidean distance matrices in lines 1, 2, and, 3 of Algorithm 1, with time complexity of order O(n2

xp),
O(n2

yp), and O(nxnyp), respectively.
As expected, for all tests, we observed an approximately quadratic increase in computation time in

the first experiment, where p is kept fixed while nx = ny is allowed to increase (Figure 1a, c, e and g),
but only an approximately linear increase in the second experiment, where nx = ny is kept fixed while
p is allowed to increase (Figure 1b, d, f and h).

5.2 Statistical performance evaluations

Here we present statistical performance comparisons between the efficient permutation ED test and
the cross-ED test. First, to illustrate that both tests have finite sample validity we performed 2
experiments where we generate data under the null hypothesis that FX = FY , by sampling both X
and Y datasets from a Np(0, Ip) distribution. The first experiment, involves a low dimensional setting
where n = 200 and p = 100. The second, involves a high dimensional setting where n = 200 and
p = 1000. Each experiment was replicated 2000 times and Figure 2 reports the distributions of the
p-values generated by the efficient permutation ED-test (blue) and the cross-ED test (red). For both
tests, in both experiments, the distribution of the p-values is uniform illustrating that type I error
rates are controlled at the nominal significance levels.
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Figure 2: P-value distributions for data generated under the null hypothesis.

Second, to compare the statistical power of these two tests, we closely follow the experimental setup
adopted in [14] and generate data under the alternative hypothesis that FX ̸= FY by sampling X
and Y from X ∼ Np(0, Ip) and Y ∼ Np(µϵ,j , Ip), where the mean vector µϵ,j is obtained by setting
the first j ≤ p coordinates of 0 to ϵ. We perform 3 sets of experiments. Setting 1 corresponds to a
low dimensional setting where we perform 16 experiments over increasing values of nx = ny (ranging
from 60 to 360 at increments of 20) while keeping p fixed at 50, and setting j = 5 and ϵ = 0.25.
Settings 2 and 3 correspond to a high dimensional setting where we perform 19 experiments over
increasing values of p (ranging from 200 to 2000 at increments of 100), while keeping nx = ny fixed at
200, and ϵ = 0.1. The difference between settings 2 and 3 is that in setting 2 we fix j = 50, while in
setting 3 we let j = 0.1p (so that the proportion of non-zero entries was fixed at 10% across all 19
experiments). Each experiment was replicated 500 times and the empirical power (at a significance
level α = 0.05) was computed as the proportion of replications which produced p-values lower than
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0.05. In all experiments, the permutation test was based on 200 permutations.
Figure 3 report the results. Panels a, c, and e report the estimated empirical power at α = 0.05

and shows that the efficient perm. ED-test (blue) dominates the cross-ED test (red) in terms of power.
(The error bands around the curves correspond to one bootstrap standard deviation from the mean
based on 200 bootstrap samples.) Panels b, d, and f report the computation times. While the cross-ED
test is faster than the efficient permutation approach, the small dynamic ranges on the y-axis of these
panels show that the absolute difference in computation time is still fairly small. These experiments
illustrate how the efficient perm. ED-test is able to trade small increases in computation time by
sizable increases in statistical power when compared to the cross-ED test.
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Figure 3: Experimental results. Setting 1 corresponds to a low-dimensional setting where p < nx,
while settings 2 and 3 correspond to high-dimensional settings with p > nx. The difference between
settings 2 and 3 is that in setting 2 we fix the number of non-zero entries of µϵ,j at j = 50, while in
setting 3 the proportion of non-zero entries is kept constant at 10% by setting j = 0.1p.
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6 Discussion

In this paper, we describe a novel computationally efficient permutation test for multivariate two-sample
tests based on energy distance or maximum mean discrepancy statistics. While, we only illustrate
the application of the test using the energy distance statistic, the proposed approach is also directly
applicable to MMD statistics. Comparisons against the cross-ED test (which represents the current
SOTA with regard to computation-statistics trade-off) favor our proposed test since it achieves the
best possible statistical power at the expense of a small increase in computation.

Since two-sample testing and statistical independence testing can be reduced to each other, a
natural extension of the present work would be to adapt the proposed efficient permutation strategy
to statistical independence testing. While this can potentially reduce the computation time relative
to standard permutation approaches for independence testing, we anticipate that the improvements
won’t be as considerable as for two-sample testing. To see why, note that the computation of ED or
MMD statistics is very fast once the Euclidean distance (kernel) matrices are computed, since they
are accomplished by simple averaging operations over the elements of these matrices (as it is clear
from equations 1 and 2). The computation of the test statistics for independence testing, such as the
HSIC [4] statistic, on the other hand, have two expensive steps: (i) the computation of the kernel
matrices KXX and KY Y ; and (ii) the computation of the statistic per se,

HSIC =
1

n− 3

[
tr(K̃XXK̃Y Y ) +

1T K̃XX11T K̃Y Y 1

(n− 1)(n− 2)
− 1

n− 2
1T K̃XXK̃Y Y 1

]
,

where K̃XX = KXX −diag(KXX) (and similarly for K̃Y Y ), n = nx = ny, and 1 represents a vector
of 1s of dimension n× 1. Both of these steps have quadratic time complexity on the sample size [15].
Hence, while we can easily speedup the computation of step (i), the computation of step (ii) remains
costly.
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A Appendix

A.1 Time complexity of the Euclidean distance matrix

Consider Algorithm 3 for the computation of the matrix of Euclidean distances between two multivariate
datasets x with dimension nx × p and y with dimension ny × p. For each pair of multidimensional
datapoints xi and yj , the computation of the Euclidean distance between two vectors with p elements
(line 5) involves 3p operations, namely, p subtractions, p multiplications (squaring operations), p− 1
additions, and 1 square-root computation. Hence, line 5 has complexity O(p). Since the algorithm
computes Euclidean distances across all pairwise combinations of indexes i = 1, . . . , nx and j = 1, . . . , ny

(lines 1 to 5) it follows that the algorithm’s total complexity is of order O(nxnyp). This implies that
for fixed number of columns (p) the complexity scales quadratically with sample sizes, while for fixed
number of rows (nx and ny) the complexity scales linearly with the number of variables.

Algorithm 3: EuclideanDistanceMatrix(x,y)

Input: Datasets x and y of dimension nx × p and ny × p, respectively
1 for i = 1 to nx do
2 xi ← x[i, ];
3 for j = 1 to ny do
4 yj ← y[j, ];

5 D[i, j]← (
∑p

k=1(xik − yjk)
2)1/2;

Output: euclidean distance matrix, DXY
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Similarly, the computation of Gaussian kernel matrices has the same time complexity (since the
computation of the Gaussian kernel between two vectors with p elements also has O(p) complexity,
as it involves the same operations for the computation of the Euclidean distance with one additional
division by the bandwidth parameter and the replacement of the square-root operation by taking the
exponential of the negative scaled Euclidean distance).

A.2 Standard and pre-computed permutation test algorithms for the ED
statistic

Algorithm 4 describes the standard permutation multivariate two-sample test based on the energy
distance statistic. Note that the expensive computations of the Euclidean distance matrices are
repeated b+ 1 times (once for the original data in lines 1 to 3, and b times for the permuted datasets
in lines 15 to 17.)

Algorithm 4: Permutation two-sample test for the energy distance statistic (standard
approach)

Data: Datasets x and y; and number of permutations, b
/* Compute the Euclidean distance matrices on the original datasets. */

11 DXX ← EuclideanDistanceMatrix(x,x)
22 DY Y ← EuclideanDistanceMatrix(y,y)
33 DXY ← EuclideanDistanceMatrix(x,y)

/* Compute the ED statistic on the original data. */

44 nx ← NumberOfRows(x) // Find number of samples of x.

55 ny ← NumberOfRows(y) // Find number of samples of y.

66 EDo ← 2
nxnx

∑nx

k=1

∑ny

l=1 D
kl
XY − 1

n2
x

∑nx

k=1

∑nx

l=1 D
kl
XX − 1

n2
y

∑ny

k=1

∑ny

l=1 D
kl
Y Y

/* Concatenate x and y into a new dataset w. */

77 w = (x,y)T

/* Create vector of indexes of the concatenated data. */

88 iw ← (1, . . . , n), where n = nx + ny

99 ED∗ ← [ ] // Create empty vector.

1010 for i in 1, . . . , b do
1111 i∗x ← SampleWithoutReplacement(iw, nx) // Randomly sample nx elements from the iw vector.

This corresponds to the samples of the concatenated data that are assigned to x∗ during the

permutation process.

1212 i∗y ← SetDifference(iw, ix) // Get remaining indexes by taking the set difference between iw and i∗x.

This corresponds to the samples of the concatenated data that are assigned to y∗ during the

permutation process.

1313 x∗ ← c[i∗x, ] // Assign the i∗x rows of w to x∗.

1414 y∗ ← c[i∗y, ] // Assign the i∗y rows of w to y∗.

/* Recompute the Euclidean distance matrices on the permuted data. */

1515 DX∗X∗ ← EuclideanDistanceMatrix(x∗,x∗)
1616 DY ∗Y ∗ ← EuclideanDistanceMatrix(y∗,y∗)
1717 DX∗Y ∗ ← EuclideanDistanceMatrix(x∗,y∗)

/* Compute the ED statistic on the permuted data. */

1818 ED∗[i]← 2
nxny

∑nx

k=1

∑ny

l=1 D
kl
X∗Y ∗ − 1

n2
x

∑nx

k=1

∑nx

l=1 D
kl
X∗X∗ − 1

n2
y

∑ny

k=1

∑ny

l=1 D
kl
Y ∗Y ∗

/* Compute the permutation p-value. */

1919 perm. p-value← (1 +
∑b

i=1 1{ED
∗[i] ≥ EDo})/(b+ 1)

Result: Return the permutation p-value, and permutation null distribution (ED∗)

Algorithm 5 describes the pre-computation strategy for reducing the computational cost of the
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standard permutation test. The basic idea is to pre-compute the Euclidean distance matrix using
the concatenated data, w = (x,y)T , as described in line 3, and then, at each permutation iteration,
compute the test statistic on permuted data by simply permuting the indexes of the concatenated
data (lines 14 and 15) and extracting the respective elements from the pre-computed matrix (lines 16
to 18), rather than recomputing the matrices on permuted data.

Algorithm 5: Permutation two-sample test for the energy distance statistic (pre-computation
strategy)

Data: Datasets x and y; and number of permutations, b
/* Concatenate x and y into a new dataset w. */

11 w = (x,y)T

/* Create vector containing the indexes of the concatenated data. */

22 iw ← (1, . . . , nx + ny)
/* Compute the Euclidean distance matrix of the concatenated data. Note that this computation is performed

only once. */

33 DWW ← EuclideanDistanceMatrix(w,w)
/* Compute the ED statistic on the original data. */

44 nx ← NumberOfRows(x)
55 ny ← NumberOfRows(y)
66 ix ← (1, . . . , nx) // Indexes of the samples from x (relative to w)

77 iy ← (nx + 1, . . . , nx + ny) // Indexes of the samples from y (relative to w)

88 DXY ←DWW [ ix , iy ] // Extract DXY from DWW .

99 DXX ←DWW [ ix , ix ] // Extract DXX from DWW .

1010 DY Y ←DWW [ iy , iy ] // Extract DY Y from DWW .

1111 EDo ← 2
nxnx

∑nx

k=1

∑ny

l=1 D
kl
XY − 1

n2
x

∑nx

k=1

∑nx

l=1 D
kl
XX − 1

n2
y

∑ny

k=1

∑ny

l=1 D
kl
Y Y // ED statistic

on original data.

1212 ED∗ ← [ ] // Create empty vector.

1313 for i in 1, . . . , b do
1414 i∗x ← SampleWithoutReplacement(iw, nx) // Randomly sample nx elements from the iw vector.

This corresponds to the samples of the concatenated data that are assigned to x∗ during the

permutation process.

1515 i∗y ← SetDifference(iw, i
∗
x) // Get remaining indexes. This corresponds to the samples of the

concatenated data that are assigned to y∗ during the permutation process.

1616 DX∗Y ∗ ←DWW [ i∗x , i
∗
y ] // Extract DX∗Y ∗ from DWW .

1717 DX∗X∗ ←DWW [ i∗x , i
∗
x ] // Extract DX∗X∗ from DWW .

1818 DY ∗Y ∗ ←DWW [ i∗y , i
∗
y ] // Extract DY ∗Y ∗ from DWW .

1919 ED∗[i]← 2
nxny

∑nx

k=1

∑ny

l=1 D
kl
X∗Y ∗ − 1

n2
x

∑nx

k=1

∑nx

l=1 D
kl
X∗X∗ − 1

n2
y

∑ny

k=1

∑ny

l=1 D
kl
Y ∗Y ∗

// ED statistic on the permuted data.

/* Compute the permutation p-value. */

2020 perm. p-value← (1 +
∑b

i=1 1{ED
∗[i] ≥ EDo})/(b+ 1)

Result: Return the permutation p-value, and permutation null distribution (ED∗)

A.3 The cross-ED test

As described in reference [14], the two-sample cross kernel MMD statistic, xMMD2, is computed as,

xMMD2 =
1

nx1
nx2

ny1
ny2

nx1∑
i=1

nx2∑
i′=1

ny1∑
j=1

nx2∑
j′=1

hK(xi,xi′ ,yj ,yj′) , (11)
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with the kernel function hK(.) given by,

hK(xi,xi′ ,yj ,yj′)

= K(xi,xi′)−K(xi,yj′)−K(yj ,xi′) +K(yj ,yj′) .

The final test statistic, x̄MMD2 = xMMD2/σ̂, corresponds to a studentized version of xMMD2,
where σ̂ is an empirical variance estimate (see [14] for details).

A computationally efficient algorithm for the computation of the x̄MMD2 test is given by Algorithm
61.

Algorithm 6: Cross-MMD test

Data: Datasets x and y
11 nx ← NumberOfRows(x)
22 ny ← NumberOfRows(y)
33 nx1

← Floor(nx/2)
44 ny1

← Floor(ny/2)
55 x1 ← x[1 : nx1

, ]
66 x2 ← x[(nx1 + 1) : nx, ]
77 y1 ← y[1 : ny1 , ]
88 y2 ← y[(ny1

+ 1) : ny, ]
99 KX1X2

← KernelFunction(x1,x2)
1010 KY 1Y 2

← KernelFunction(y1,y2)
1111 KX1Y 2 ← KernelFunction(x1,y2)
1212 KY 1X2 ← KernelFunction(y1,x2)
1313 Ux ← Mean(KX1X2

)−Mean(KX1Y 2
)

1414 Uy ← Mean(KY 1X2
)−Mean(KY 1Y 2

)

1515 Û ← Ux − Uy

1616 σ̂x ← Mean((RowMeans(KX1X2
)− RowMeans(KX1Y 2

)− Ux)
2)

1717 σ̂y ← Mean((RowMeans(KY 1X2
)− RowMeans(KY 1Y 2

)− Uy)
2)

1818 σ̂ ←
√
σ̂x/nx1

+ σ̂y/ny1

1919 p-value← 1− Φ(Û/σ̂)
Result: Return the p-value

Now, as described in [11], the energy distance statistic can be expressed in V-statistic form as,

xED =
1

nx1 nx2 ny1 ny2

nx1∑
i=1

nx2∑
i′=1

ny1∑
j=1

nx2∑
j′=1

hD(xi,xi′ ,yj ,yj′) , (12)

with the kernel function hD(.) given by,

hD(xi,xi′ ,yj ,yj′)

= D(xi,yj′)−D(xi,xi′)−D(yj ,yj′) +D(yj ,xi′) ,

it follows that the corresponding efficient algorithm for the computation of the cross kernel test based
on the energy distance statistic (denoted cross-ED test) is given by Algorithm 7.

Note, as well, that an alternative way to compute the cross-ED test is to simply change the kernel
matrices KX1X2

, KY 1Y 2
, KX1Y 2

, and KY 1X2
in Algorithm 6 by the respective Euclidean distance

matrices (namely, DX1X2 , DY 1Y 2 , DX1Y 2 , and DY 1X2), and change line 19 of Algorithm 6 to
1− Φ(−Û/σ̂).

1A Python implementation of this algorithm (accompanying reference [14]) is provided in
https://github.com/sshekhar17/PermFreeMMD/blob/main/src/utils.py
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Algorithm 7: Cross-ED test

Data: Datasets x and y
11 nx ← NumberOfRows(x)
22 ny ← NumberOfRows(y)
33 nx1

← Floor(nx/2)
44 ny1

← Floor(ny/2)
55 x1 ← x[1 : nx1

, ]
66 x2 ← x[(nx1

+ 1) : nx, ]
77 y1 ← y[1 : ny1 , ]
88 y2 ← y[(ny1 + 1) : ny, ]
99 DX1X2

← EuclideanDistanceMatrix(x1,x2)
1010 DY 1Y 2

← EuclideanDistanceMatrix(y1,y2)
1111 DX1Y 2

← EuclideanDistanceMatrix(x1,y2)
1212 DY 1X2 ← EuclideanDistanceMatrix(y1,x2)
1313 Ux ← Mean(DX1Y 2)−Mean(DX1X2)
1414 Uy ← Mean(DY 1Y 2

)−Mean(DY 1X2
)

1515 Û ← Ux − Uy // Û corresponds to statistic in equation 12

1616 σ̂x ← Mean((RowMeans(DX1Y 2)− RowMeans(DX1X2)− Ux)
2)

1717 σ̂y ← Mean((RowMeans(DY 1Y 2
)− RowMeans(DY 1X2

)− Uy)
2)

1818 σ̂ ←
√
σ̂x/nx1 + σ̂y/ny1

1919 p-value← 1− Φ(Û/σ̂) // Φ() corresponds to the cumulative distribution function of a N(0, 1) random

variable.

Result: Return the p-value

A.4 Illustrating the application of Algorithms 1 and 2

Here, we provide a step-by-step illustration of the application of Algorithms 1 and 2 to the toy dataset
example in in equation (3) and its permuted version in equation (4).

Lines 1 to 3 of Algorithm 1 show that the Euclidean distance matrices are computed only once
using the original data (producing the matrices in equations 5, 6, and 7), while line 4 shows that the
matrix DY X is obtained by transposing matrix DXY .

Lines 5, 6, and 7 of Algorithm 1 describe the computation of the energy distance statistic on the
original data.

Lines 8 to 26 of Algorithm 1 describe the computation of the permutation null distribution. Line 8
creates an empty vector for storing the ED statistics computed on each of the b data permutations.
At each iteration i of the for-loop, line 10 calls the function PermutationIndexesTwoSampleTest,
implemented in Algorithm 2, which finds the mapping between the entries of the Euclidean distance
matrices computed on the original data and the Euclidean distance matrices we would have obtained
using the permuted data, allowing us to reconstruct the permuted data Euclidean distance matrices by
swapping entries without having to directly compute these matrices.

Continuing with our toy example, we have from lines 2 to 5 of Algorithm 2 that,

idxw =



1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9


, idxg =



1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4


, idxp1 =


7
4
5
6
2

 , idxp2 =


1
3
8
9

 .
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Note that: idxw corresponds to the row indexes of the concatenated data w; the vector idxp1 contains
the indexes of the datapoints (relative to w) which were assigned to x∗ during the permutation process;
and idxp2 contains the indexes of the datapoints assigned to y∗. Note that the particular values of the
idxp1 and idxp2 above represent the indexes of the data permutation which generated the permuted
datasets x∗ and y∗ in equation 4, i.e.,

w =



x1

x2

x3

x4

x5

y1

y2

y3

y4


, w[idxp1, ] =


y2

x4

x5

y1

x2

 , w[idxp2, ] =


x1

x3

y3

y4

 .

However, in order to reconstruct the Euclidean distance matrices associated with the permuted
data using the Euclidean distance values already computed on the original data, it is necessary to
map the indexes of idxp1 and idxp2 to the indexes of samples from x and y. (Note that it suffices
to map idxp1 and idxp2 to the row indexes of x and y to get the mapping to the distance matrices
since the row indexes of x correspond to the column indexes of DY X , row indexes of DXY , and row
and column indexes of DXX , while the row indexes of y correspond to the column indexes of DXY ,
row indexes of DY X , and row and column indexes of DY Y .) Lines 6 and 8 of Algorithm 2 describe,
respectively, how to obtain the indexes of the samples from the x and y datasets, which were assigned
to x∗ during the permutation process. Similarly lines 10 and 12 explain how to obtain the indexes
from samples from x and y datasets, which were assigned to y∗.

To illustrate, we now continue with our example. Note that because the concatenated data w is
obtained by appending y to the bottom of x, we have that any element of idxp1 (or idxp2) which is less
or equal to nx = 5 corresponds to a sample from x, whereas any elements greater than 5 correspond
to a sample from y.

Hence, starting with x∗, we have from line 6 that the positions of idxp1 which correspond to samples
from the x dataset are given by Which(idxp1 ≤ 5) = [2, 3, 5]. Hence, the indexes of the samples from
x which were assigned to x∗ relative to the concatenated data w (indexed by idxw) are given by
idxp1[2, 3, 5] = [4, 5, 2]. Now, because the Euclidean distance matrices are indexed from 1 to nx (or to
ny), rather than from 1 to n (as the concatenated data), we still need to map these indexes back to
the idxg vector. Hence, the indexes of the samples from x which were assigned to x∗ (relative to the
indexes of x) are given by i1 = idxg[4, 5, 2] = [4, 5, 2].

Line 8 describe how to obtain the indexes of the samples from y which were assigned to x∗. Now, the
positions of idxp1 which correspond to samples from y are given by Which(idxp1 > 5) = [1, 4]. Hence,
the indexes of the samples from y which were assigned to x∗ (relative to the concatenated data) are
given by idxp1[1, 4] = [7, 6]. Now, mapping back to the indexes of y, we have that i2 = idxg[7, 6] = [2, 1].

Since the lengths of i1 and i2 are given by 3 and 2, respectively, we have that the corresponding
indexes on the reconstructed permuted data Euclidean distance matrices are given, respectively, by
i∗1 = [1, 2, 3] and i∗2 = [4, 5], as described in lines 7 and 9 of Algorithm 2.

Lines 10 to 13 of Algorithm 2 describe the analogous operations to obtain the indexes from samples
of the x and y datasets which were assigned to y∗ during the permutation process. Briefly, from
line 10 we have that the positions at which idxp2 ≤ 5 are 1 and 2. Hence, idxp2[1, 2] = [1, 3] and
j1 = idxg[1, 3] = [1, 3]. Since the length of j1 is 2, we have from line 11 that the corresponding indexes
in the permuted data distance matrices are j∗1 = [1, 2]. From line 12 we have that the positions at
which idxp2 > 5 are 3 and 4. Hence, idxp2[3, 4] = [8, 9] and j2 = idxg[8, 9] = [3, 4]. Since the length of
j2 is 2, we have from line 13 that the corresponding indexes in the permuted data distance matrices
are j∗2 = [3, 4].
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In summary, application of Algorithm 2 to the toy permutation example described in equations 3
and 4, generates the following sets of indexes,

i1 = [4, 5, 2],
i2 = [2, 1],
i∗1 = [1, 2, 3],
i∗1 = [4, 5],

j1 = [1, 3],
j2 = [3, 4],
j∗1 = [1, 2],
j∗1 = [3, 4],

where the permuted samples assigned to x∗ are given by,

x[i1, ] =

 x4

x5

x2

 , y[i2, ] =

(
y2

y1

)
,

so that,

x∗ =

(
x[i1, ]
y[i2, ]

)
=


x4

x5

x2

y2

y1

 , (13)

while the permuted samples assigned to y∗ are given by,

x[j1, ] =

(
x1

x3

)
, y[j2, ] =

(
y3

y4

)
,

so that,

y∗ =

(
x[j1, ]
y[j2, ]

)
=


x1

x3

y3

y4

 . (14)

Note that while the order of the row elements of x∗ in equation 13 (generated by Algorithm 2) is
different from the order of the elements of x∗ in equation 4, the elements are still the same.

Now, going back to Algorithm 1, we have from lines 11 to 15 that the reconstructed Euclidean
distance matrix DX∗X∗ is given by,

DX∗X∗ =

 DX∗X∗ [i∗1, i
∗
1] DX∗X∗ [i∗1, i

∗
2]

DX∗X∗ [i∗2, i
∗
1] DX∗X∗ [i∗2, i

∗
2]

 =

 DXX [i1, i1] DXY [i1, i2]

DY X [i2, i1] DY Y [i2, i2]

 ,

where,

DX∗X∗ [i∗1, i
∗
1] = DXX [i1, i1] =

D(x4,x4) D(x4,x5) D(x4,x2)
D(x5,x4) D(x5,x5) D(x5,x2)
D(x2,x4) D(x2,x5) D(x2,x2)

 ,

DX∗X∗ [i∗1, i
∗
2] = DXY [i1, i2] =

D(x4,y2) D(x4,y1)
D(x5,y2) D(x5,y1)
D(x2,y2) D(x2,y1)

 ,

DX∗X∗ [i∗2, i
∗
1] = DY X [i2, i1] = DXY [i1, i2]

T =

(
D(x4,y2) D(x5,y2) D(x2,y2)
D(x4,y1) D(x5,y1) D(x2,y1)

)
,
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DX∗X∗ [i∗2, i
∗
2] = DY Y [i2, i2] =

(
D(y2,y2) D(y2,y1)
D(y1,y2) D(y1,y1)

)
,

so that,

DX∗X∗ =


D(x4,x4) D(x4,x5) D(x4,x2) D(x4,y2) D(x4,y1)
D(x5,x4) D(x5,x5) D(x5,x2) D(x5,y2) D(x5,y1)
D(x2,x4) D(x2,x5) D(x2,x2) D(x2,y2) D(x2,y1)
D(x4,y2) D(x5,y2) D(x2,y2) D(y2,y2) D(y2,y1)
D(x4,y1) D(x5,y1) D(x2,y1) D(y1,y2) D(y1,y1)

 . (15)

From lines 16 to 20, we have that the reconstructed Euclidean distance matrix DY ∗Y ∗ is given by,

DY ∗Y ∗ =

 DY ∗Y ∗ [j∗1, j
∗
1] DY ∗Y ∗ [j∗1, j

∗
2]

DY ∗Y ∗ [j∗2, j
∗
1] DY ∗Y ∗ [j∗2, j

∗
2]

 =

 DXX [j1, j1] DXY [j1, j2]

DY X [j2, j1] DY Y [j2, j2]

 ,

where,

DY ∗Y ∗ [j∗1, j
∗
1] = DXX [j1, j1] =

(
D(x1,x1) D(x1,x3)
D(x3,x1) D(x3,x3)

)
,

DY ∗Y ∗ [j∗1, j
∗
2] = DXY [j1, j2] =

(
D(x1,y3) D(x1,y4)
D(x3,y3) D(x3,y4)

)
,

DY ∗Y ∗ [j∗2, j
∗
1] = DY X [j2, j1] = DXY [j1, j2]

T =

(
D(x1,y3) D(x3,y3)
D(x1,y4) D(x3,y4)

)
,

DY ∗Y ∗ [j∗2, j
∗
2] = DY Y [j2, j2] =

(
D(y3,y3) D(y3,y4)
D(y4,y3) D(y4,y4)

)
,

so that,

DY ∗Y ∗ =


D(x1,x1) D(x1,x3) D(x1,y3) D(x1,y4)
D(x3,x1) D(x3,x3) D(x3,y3) D(x3,y4)
D(y3,x1) D(y3,x3) D(y3,y3) D(y3,y4)
D(y4,x1) D(y4,x3) D(y4,y3) D(y4,y4)

 . (16)

From lines 21 to 25, we have that the reconstructed Euclidean distance matrix DX∗Y ∗ is given by,

DX∗Y ∗ =

 DX∗Y ∗ [i∗1, j
∗
1] DX∗Y ∗ [i∗1, j

∗
2]

DX∗Y ∗ [i∗2, j
∗
1] DX∗Y ∗ [i∗2, j

∗
2]

 =

 DXX [i1, j1] DXY [i1, j2]

DY X [i2, j1] DY Y [i2, j2]

 ,

where,

DX∗Y ∗ [i∗1, j
∗
1] = DXX [i1, j1] =

D(x4,x1) D(x4,x3)
D(x5,x1) D(x5,x3)
D(x2,x1) D(x2,x3)

 ,

DX∗Y ∗ [i∗1, j
∗
2] = DXY [i1, j2] =

D(x4,y3) D(x4,y4)
D(x5,y3) D(x5,y4)
D(x2,y3) D(x2,y4)

 ,

DX∗Y ∗ [i∗2, j
∗
1] = DY X [i2, j1] = DXY [j1, i2]

T =

(
D(x1,y2) D(x3,y2)
D(x1,y1) D(x3,y1)

)
,
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DX∗Y ∗ [i∗2, j
∗
2] = DY Y [i2, j2] =

(
D(y2,y3) D(y2,y4)
D(y1,y3) D(y1,y4)

)
,

so that,

DX∗Y ∗ =


D(x4,x1) D(x4,x3) D(x4,y3) D(x4,y4)
D(x5,x1) D(x5,x3) D(x5,y3) D(x5,y4)
D(x2,x1) D(x2,x3) D(x2,y3) D(x2,y4)
D(x1,y2) D(x3,y2) D(y2,y3) D(y2,y4)
D(x2,y1) D(x3,y1) D(y1,y3) D(y1,y4)

 . (17)

Finally, note that because the order of the elements of x∗ in equation 13 is different from the
order in equation 4, we have that the order of the elements of the DX∗X∗ in equation 15 is different
from 8 (and, similarly, the order of the elements DX∗Y ∗ in equation 17 is different from equation 10).
Different orders, nonetheless, do not affect the value of the ED statistic which only depend on averages
over all elements of each of these matrices.
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